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Summary
The present investigation deals with the modelling and optimization of soybean hydration for facilitating soybean processing and it focuses on maximization of mass gain, water
uptake and protein retention in the bean. Process variables considered for optimization
were: soybean to water ratio (1:2.48 obtained with response surface methodology, RSM,
and 1:1.19 obtained with artificial neural network and genetic algorithm, ANN/GA), time
(2.0 h using RSM and 8.0 h using ANN/GA) and temperature (40.0 °C using RSM and
45.1 °C using ANN/GA). The findings in this first report on optimization of soaking conditions for soybean hydration employing response surface methodology, hybrid artificial
neural network and genetic algorithms reveal a substantially better alternative to the time-consuming soaking process, extensively practiced in industries, in terms of process time
economy. Reasonably accurate neural network model (regression coefficient of 0.9443) was
obtained based on the experimental data. The optimized set of process conditions was predicted through genetic algorithm, and the effectiveness of the ANN/GA model, validated
through experiments, was indicated by significant correlations (R2 and mean squared error
(MSE) being 0.9380 and 5.9299, respectively). RSM also resulted in accurate models for
predicting percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention (R2 and MSE in the range of 0.889–0.9297 and 0.80–4.94, respectively).
Key words: response surface methodology (RSM), artificial neural network (ANN), genetic
algorithms (GA), soybean soaking

Introduction
Soybean (Glycine max), a key member of the Leguminoseae family, accumulates a large amount of lipids and
proteins, accounting for significant portions within the
global, especially Asian, food and feed supply (1). Its
protein content (38–44 %) is significantly higher than
that of other legumes (20–30 %) and even substantially
greater than that of cereals (8–15 %) (2). Nutritionally
important soy proteins, with balanced amino acid profile, belonging to the globulin family, are termed glyci-

nin (11S) and b-conglycinin (7S). These proteins show
high aqueous solubility (>90 %) at alkaline conditions
and hence can be extracted most efficiently by water or
water with diluted alkali, their pH ranging from 7–9. At
pH<7 the solubility decreases to a minimum at the isoelectric point (pI) of 4.5 (3).
Water plays a critical role in the biochemical reactions, as well as in the thermal treatment of soybeans
resulting in protein denaturation and polysaccharide gelatinization (4). Moisture transfer in soybean takes place
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mainly through diffusion (5) and imbibition (6–8) by
soaking. Microstructural entities like the coat, micropyle
and hilum predominantly impact the moisture transfer
rate (6–8).
Soaking constitutes a vital step in soybean processing (9) as it reduces the requirement of processing energy as well as cooking time (10). Textural changes of
soybeans result from water absorption during soaking
and affect the subsequent grinding and soymilk extraction processes (10,11). Soaking, the way it is extensively
practiced in industries, is generally an inconvenient time-consuming process, taking even up to 16 h at ambient
temperatures (12). Minimizing soaking time is vital for
reducing the proliferation of mesophilic bacteria, which
affect the colour, taste and smell of the beans. The water
uptake of soybeans during soaking is mainly influenced
by time and temperature of soaking. The amount of absorbed water increases with the increase of the soaking
time and temperature (13–15). Standard methods for reducing soaking time include the use of high temperatures, the addition of salts to increase alkalinity of the
soaking water (16) and the application of high hydrostatic pressure during soaking (17). As an outcome of
soaking, it was observed that soybeans soaked for 24
and 72 h lost 5 and 10 % of their solids, respectively
(11). About 24 % of the loss comprised nitrogenous compounds. Any biological process, especially pertaining to
food processing, which is a complex interplay of several
intrinsic biochemical properties and influences process
variables, warrants a strategic application of modelling
and optimization tools like response surface methodology (RSM), artificial neural network (ANN), genetic algorithms (GA), etc. to obtain a feasible process ensuring
optimum yield. Hence, determination of optimal conditions for processing is the key to ideal industrial processing. The effectiveness of RSM in optimization of
processing conditions in the area of food technology
ranging from raw materials to final products has been
well documented (18,19).
The main advantage of ANN over RSM lies in the
fact that it does not require a prior specification of suitable fitting function and it can also universally approximate non-linear functions of all orders, including quadratic functions (18). These advantages have led to the
wide application of ANN in food engineering (20).
However, in comparison with ANN, RSM with its structured nature is more useful in getting insight into sensitivity analyses and interactive effects among the various
influencing components of a bioprocess (18).
Besides RSM, soft computing methodologies, namely
ANN and GA, have recently been found to offer novel
solutions to improve control and modelling in food processing. Several studies on the use of neural networks in
food process modelling and optimization have been
mentioned (21) and even GA has evolved as an ideal
technique to solve diverse optimization problems in
food and biochemical engineering (22,23).
The present work aims at modelling and optimization of soybean hydration conditions, taking into consideration soybean to water ratio, time and temperature
of soaking as the influencing parameters in view of
maximizing the mass gain, water uptake and protein re-

tention in the soybean by employing statistical optimization techniques and soft computing tools.

Materials and Methods
Material and experimental set-up
Soybean was purchased from the local markets of
Kharagpur, India. Accurately weighed clean soybeans
were soaked in various ratios of soybean to water and
incubated for different combinations of soaking time and
temperature in a thermostatically controlled water bath
based on the experimental design of RSM and ANN/
GA. After soaking, the residual water was drained off
and the drained volume was recorded. The hydrated
beans were collected and weighed. Standard protocols
were used to determine proteins in both soybeans and
residual water (24).

Optimization using response surface methodology
RSM is an empirical statistical modelling technique
employed for multiple regression analyses using quantitative data obtained from properly designed experiments
to solve multivariate equations simultaneously (25). In
the present investigation, RSM was used to determine
the optimum soaking conditions for the soybeans using
a Box-Behnken (BB) experimental design, generated
through MINITAB 14® for three independent variables.
The soaking conditions (independent variables) selected
for the optimization were solid/liquid ratio, time and
temperature of incubation. These three independent
variables were studied at low (–1), middle (0) and high
(+1) coded levels. Three different solid/liquid ratios X1
(1:1, 1:3 and 1:5), incubation times X2 (2, 5 and 8 h) and
temperatures X3 (45, 55 and 65 °C) were selected, and regression analysis of the data obtained from the experiments was performed. Coding of the variables was done
according to the following equation:
xi =

X i -X M
X max -X M

/1/

where xi is the dimensionless coded value of an independent variable, Xi is the real value of an independent
variable, Xmax is the maximum value of the independent
variable and XM is the mean of the maximum and minimum value of the independent variable. In order to find
out the significance of the developed model for relating
the response Y to independent variables X, pure experimental error is required to be determined. For this reason a number of experiments were carried out at the
centre points where the coded values of x were zero.
This permits the checking of bias between several sets of
experiments. The relationship of the three independent
variables and the response was calculated by the second-order polynomial described in Eq. 2:
Y=b0 +b1x 1+b2 x 2 +b3 x 3 +b4 x 12 +b5 x 22 +
+b6 x 32 +b7 x1x 2 +b8 x 2 x 3 +b9 x 3 x 1

/2/

where Y is the response variable; b0 is a constant; b1, b2
and b3 are the coefficients of the linear terms; b4, b5 and
b6 are the coefficients of the quadratic terms; and b7, b8
and b9 are the coefficients of the interaction terms. The
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second-order polynomial coefficients were calculated using the software package MINITAB 14® to estimate the
responses of the dependent variable, and response surface plots were generated.
Optimization is the ultimate aim of performing the
RSM. Many response surface problems involve the analysis of several responses. Simultaneous consideration of
multiple responses involves first building an appropriate response surface model for each dependent variable
and then trying to find a set of operating conditions that
in some sense optimizes all responses or at least keeps
them in desired ranges (26). For this purpose, the use of
desirability functions is one of the useful approaches for
optimization of multiple responses. In this technique,
the general approach is to first convert each response Yi
into an individual desirability function di that varies
over the range of 0£di£1, where if response Yi is at its
target value T, then di=1, and if it is outside an acceptable region, then di=0. The individual desirability, di, is
calculated using the following equation:
 0 if Yi <1

s
 Y −L 
di =   i
  T − L 

 1 if Yi > T



 if L ≤ Y ≤ T
i




D = (d1×d 2 ×...d i ... ×d N )

MSE=
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where T is the target value of the response, L is the
lower acceptable value of the response and s is the
mass. Thus, when s=1, the desirability function is linear.
When s>1 is chosen, a major importance is given to the
points near the target value. When s<1 is chosen, this
last demand is of low importance. Here s controls the
variation rate of the desirability function. By varying the
value of s, one can attribute different desirability to the
responses and can increase and decrease the range of acceptable values in the optimization process. The design
variables were chosen to maximize the overall desirability as:
1
N

centage protein retention, were the output variables. The
dataset was randomly divided into 90 and 17 datasets for
training and testing the neural networks, respectively.
The training of neural networks was continued until
a minimum error was reached during validation. The
estimation of the performance of the trained network
was based on the accuracy of the network using this test
data set. A feed-forward (multilayer perception) artificial neural network trained by back propagation (BP) algorithm was selected to predict the outputs (27,28). Different neural networks were formed and the optimum
values of network parameters were obtained by trial
and error. Adjustment of ANN parameters included the
number of hidden layers and neurons, the type of transfer function and learning rate. The performance of the
ANN was statistically measured by mean squared error
(MSE) and regression coefficient (R2) obtained as follows:

n

/3/
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where D is the overall desirability value, di is the individual desirability value of the response variables and N
is the number of responses. The desirability of several
responses was generated using the MINITAB 14®.

Normalization of data set for ANN modelling
In order to achieve fast convergence to minimum
mean square error (MSE), the input and output data
were normalized within the range [–1, 1] and [0, 1], respectively. Normalization results in an even distribution
of the dataset and scales it into an acceptable range for
the network. As a result, all variables acquire the same
significance (importance) during the learning process.

ANN model development
In the present study, there was a total of 107 datasets each with 6 components (x1, x2, x3, y1, y2 and y3),
which were used for training and testing the neural networks. The first three components, namely solid to liquid ratio, time and temperature of soaking, were the input variables, whereas the remaining three, namely
percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake and per-

where n is the number of experiments used for training
the ANN, yo is the predicted value of the ANN model,
ye is the actual or experimental value and ym is the average of actual values. The final network was selected on
the basis of the lowest error when training and testing
datasets. Preliminary trials indicated that the learning
and prediction ability of one hidden layer network were
better than those with two hidden layer networks.

Optimization with genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) are stochastic optimization
techniques that simulate a natural evolution process
based on the mechanism of genetics and Darwin’s principle of natural selection (23). Briefly, GA involve an initial population generated at random, a fitness function
and the development of new generations via the application of genetic operators, namely selection, crossover
and mutation. The procedure is repeated several times
(29). An optimal set of soaking conditions was searched
for by the hybrid ANN/GA models. For the present study, a code was written in MATLAB v. 7.1 environment
to search for optimal conditions for soybean hydration.

ANN/GA optimization of soybean soaking conditions
An initial or starting population was randomly generated for the optimization of soybean hydration conditions through GA. A pre-specified number of generations was used as the stopping criterion. In order to
evaluate the fitness of an individual in GA population,
the ANN model was used to predict the percentage water uptake, percentage mass gain and percentage protein
retention in the soybean. The fitness of an individual is
defined as:
Fitness = y o mass gain + y o water uptake +y o protein retention

/7/
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where yo mass gain, yo water uptake and yo protein retention are predicted values of percentage mass gain, percentage water
uptake and percentage protein retention in the hydrated
soybeans, respectively, based on the ANN model in Eq.
7. GA subsequently searches the soaking conditions that
maximize the fitness.
The ANN/GA optimization scheme is initiated considering randomly generated population for the first
generation. The trained ANN model is then used to predict the respective outputs for each individual. The fitness of each individual is subsequently calculated using
Eq. 7. Three operators including selection, crossover,
and mutation, having their specified parameters, are applied to produce a new generation. The new generation
thus obtained is considered as the current generation for
producing the next generation. The above set of operations continues iterating until the termination criterion
is met with. The performance of GA is affected by the
size of initial population, the number of generations and
GA parameters, namely mutation rate and crossover
rate. Hence the best fitness of the end population was
evaluated under different sizes of initial population and
generations as well as different mutation rates and
crossover rates. A 'tournament' selection method was
used for selecting elite populations for crossover. For the
present study, initial population of 100, number of generations of 5, mutation rate of 0.15, and crossover rate of
0.60 were obtained by trial and error to obtain the best
fitness.
With the above GA parameters, the ANN/GA model was run several times to obtain optimal conditions
for soybean hydration. Different runs for ANN/GA gave
different optimal conditions even for the same set output values and the results were selected from the end
populations of different runs.

To evaluate the efficacy of the ANN/GA model, the
soybeans were soaked according to the optimum conditions predicted by the model. The percentage mass gain,
percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention in the hydrated soybeans were experimentally determined and statistically compared with the predicted
results. The regression line, regression coefficient and
MSE between the experimental values and the ANN/GA
responses were obtained to assess the performance of
the hybrid ANN/GA-based optimization approach for
soybean hydration.

Results and Discussion
To examine the combined effect of solid/liquid ratio, time and temperature of soaking (independent variables) on percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake
and percentage protein retention (response variables) in
the soaked beans, a Box-Behnken design comprising 17
experiments was performed. Second-order polynomial
equations were used to correlate the independent process variables, Xi, with the responses. The second-order
polynomial coefficient for each term of the equation was
determined through multiple regression analysis using
MINITAB 14®. Table 1 shows the BB design along with
the actual and RSM-predicted results. The results were
analyzed by using ANOVA, i.e. analysis of variance suitable for the experimental design. ANOVA tables for
mass gain, water uptake and protein retention were obtained by using MINITAB 14® software to evaluate the
significance of different parameters. The results are shown
in Tables 2a–c. For percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention, the model
F-values of 27.51, 59.65 and 38.45, respectively, imply
that the models are significant. Model F-value is calculated as ratio of mean square regression and mean square

Table 1. Box-Behnken design of independent variables and their corresponding experimental and predicted results of percentage
mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention
Soaking conditions

Experimental
Mass
gain/%

Water
uptake/%

RSM-predicted

Solid/liquid

Time/h

Temperature/
°C

Protein
retention/%

Mass
gain/%

Water
uptake/%

Protein
retention/%

1:3

8

65

116.4

53.3

88.4

113.50

52.14

89.68

1:3

2

65

109.3

55.6

88.0

110.93

55.81

88.33

1:3

8

45

122.7

51.1

90.5

121.08

50.89

90.18

1:5

8

55

122.5

33.3

90.9

128.06

31.65

91.08

1:5

2

55

119.1

46.7

92.0

120.14

43.66

93.13

1:5

5

45

123.2

32.0

95.8

119.26

33.86

95.95

1:1

5

45

85.0

100.0

100.0

87.66

97.19

101.45

1:5

5

65

126.5

29.3

92.3

123.84

32.11

90.85

1:1

2

55

87.3

100.0

100.0

81.74

101.65

99.83

1:1

8

55

85.9

100.0

100.0

84.86

103.03

98.88

1:1

5

65

69.9

100.0

100.0

73.74

98.14

99.85

1:3

2

45

109.7

56.7

95.8

112.60

57.86

94.43

1:3

5

55

124.5

55.6

85.3

126.14

50.22

84.94

1:3

5

55

127.3

48.9

84.6

126.14

50.22

84.94

1:3

5

55

127.1

44.4

84.6

126.14

50.22

84.94

1:3

5

55

123.3

53.3

84.6

126.14

50.22

84.94

1:3

5

55

128.5

48.9

84.6

126.14

50.22

84.94
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residue. Model p-value has been found to be very low
(p<0.0001) for all the three response variables. This resignifies the efficacy of the model. The p-values were
used as a tool to check the significance of each of the coefficients, which, in turn, is necessary to understand the
pattern of the mutual interactions between the independent variables. The smaller the magnitude of p, the
more significant the corresponding coefficient. Values of
p<0.05 indicate that the model terms are significant. The
coefficient estimates and the corresponding p-values
suggest that, among the independent variables used in
the study, the linear terms X1 (solid/liquid), X2 (time), X3
(temperature) and the quadratic terms X12, X22 and X32
(p<0.0001) have the greatest effect on each of the response variables. The mutual interaction between independent variables has been found to be of least importance as p-values are well above 0.05, which is evident
from Tables 2a-c. The fit of the models was also expressed
with the coefficient of determination R2, which was found
to be 0.973, 0.987 and 0.980 respectively for percentage

mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention. The corresponding second-order response
models for water uptake, mass gain and protein retention that were obtained upon regression analyses were:
Water uptake = 50.22 −32.34X1− 2.66X 2 − 0.20X 3+
+15.46X12 + 4.13X 32 − 0.36X 23 −

/8/

− 3.35X1X 2 − 0.67X1X 3 + 0.83X 2 X 3
Mass gain =126.14 +20.40X1+ 2.76X 2 − 2.31X 3 −
−17.91X12 − 4.53X 22 − 7.08X 23 +
+1.20X1X 2 + 4.60X1X 3 −1.47X 2 X 3

/9/

Protein retention = 84.94 − 3.625X1− 0.75X 2 −
−1.675X 3 + 8.568X12 +2.218X 22 +
+ 3.518X 23 − 0.275X1X 2−
− 0.875X1X 3 +1.425X 2 X 3

Table 2a. Analysis of variance for the experimental results of percentage mass gain
Sources

d.f.

Sum of squares

Mean square value

F-value

Regression

9

5302.83

589.20

27.51

p-value
<0.0001

Linear terms

3

3433.11

1144.37

53.43

<0.0001

Quadratic terms

3

1770.61

590.20

27.56

<0.0001

Interaction terms

3

99.10

33.03

1.54

0.2860

Residual error

7

149.91

21.42

–

–

Lack-of-fit

3

131.32

43.77

9.42

0.0280

Pure error

4

18.59

4.65

–

–

p-value

d.f. – degrees of freedom

Table 2b. Analysis of variance for the experimental results of percentage water uptake
Sources

d.f.

Sum of squares

Mean square value

F-value

Regression

9

9592.58

1065.84

59.65

<0.0001

Linear terms

3

8422.74

2807.58

157.12

<0.0001

Quadratic terms

3

1120.40

373.47

20.90

0.0010
0.4780

Interaction terms

3

49.30

16.48

0.92

Residual error

7

125.09

17.87

–

–

Lack-of-fit

3

49.30

16.43

0.87

0.5280

Pure error

4

75.79

18.95

–

–

p-value

d.f. – degrees of freedom

Table 2c. Analysis of variance for the experimental results of percentage protein retention
Sources

d.f.

Sum of squares

Mean square value

F-value

Regression

9

554.46

61.61

38.45

<0.0001

Linear terms

3

132.07

44.02

27.47

<0.0001

Quadratic terms

3

410.90

136.97

85.47

<0.0001

Interaction terms

3

11.49

3.83

2.39

0.1540

Residual error

7

11.22

1.60

–

–

Lack-of-fit

3

10.31

3.44

15.07

0.0120

Pure error

4

0.91

0.23

–

–

d.f. – degrees of freedom

/10/
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Optimization of soaking process using RSM
For optimization of soaking conditions, desirability
functions of RSM were used. When generating the optimum conditions, percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention in the soybeans were allotted
higher mass values than percentage mass gain. Percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention significantly impact the soybean hydration process in terms
of processing ease during subsequent grinding operations and also securing nutritional benefits by retaining
maximum protein. The mass values (s) for percentage
mass gain and percentage protein retention were taken
as one, and for percentage water uptake the s value was
considered to be 0.1, yielding an overall maximized desirability D of 0.7947, as seen in Eq. 4. The optimal values for the test variables of soybean hydration, based on
the above desirability value, were obtained as a soybean
to water ratio of 1:2.48, soaking temperature of 40 °C
and soaking time of 2 h.

timization. Each ANN model was trained by a set of
data and the performance of the trained ANN model
was then tested by another set of independent data not
used for training. Fig. 1 shows the test results of the
ANN model using the log sigmoid function which gave
the best results compared to other transfer functions.

Fig. 1. Correlation between the values predicted by ANN and
experimental data of percentage mass gain under different experimental conditions

Validation of the RSM model
To evaluate the effectiveness of the developed regression equations, randomly selected experimental results were statistically compared with response surface
predictions. Table 3 shows the selected soybean soaking
conditions, regression equation responses and experimental data resulting from the selected conditions.
Comparison of the predicted results with experimental
data shows a very small error (R2=0.889–0.9297 and
MSE=0.80–4.90), which shows good agreement between
RSM results and experimental data.

Neural network modelling
In order to use GA to search for the optimal soaking
conditions, objective fitness function was used to guide
the search direction. The neural network concept was
used to develop various models required by GA for op-

The neural network architecture comprised an input
layer consisting of 3 neurons, a hidden layer consisting
of 5 neurons, and an output layer consisting of 3 neurons
with a learning rate of 0.75. The figure shows that the
values predicted by ANN closely matched the results of
experiments. The high R2 (0.9443) and low mean square
error (17.8755) confirmed that the neural network models can adequately describe the relationship between
soaking function parameters and each response variable.
Consequently, it was reliable for the trained ANN models to be employed as fitness functions in GA.

Genetic algorithms for optimization
Fig. 2 shows the ANN/GA optimization profile for
soaking conditions. This figure illustrates the variation

Table 3. RSM-predicted and experimental values of water uptake, mass gain and protein retention resulting from randomly selected
soybean soaking conditions for RSM model validation
Experimental results (ye)

RSM response variables
Solid/
Temperature/
liquid ratio
°C

RSM-predicted results (yo)

Time/h

Water
uptake/%

Mass
gain/%

Protein
retention/%

Water
uptake/%

Mass
gain/%

Protein
retention/%

1:1.5

50

3

53.8

120.4

88.9

54.12

121.18

88.62

1:1.5

60

4

54.6

121.8

87.2

51.71

123.86

87.39

1:1.5

50

6

53.8

126.4

86.2

49.66

126.19

86.41

1:2

60

3

71.2

103.4

91.3

72.45

104.42

90.07

1:2

50

4

75.0

109.6

90.8

71.02

110.53

91.08

1:2

60

6

69.8

109.7

88.5

70.50

107.36

89.43

1:2.5

50

3

63.2

113.5

90.3

62.53

115.74

89.90

1:2.5

60

4

60.1

113.9

85.5

60.09

115.34

86.77

1:2.5

50

6

56.7

118.6

88.3

58.91

120.44

87.77

1:3.5

60

3

50.8

128.9

85.1

46.72

124.21

85.56

1:3.5

50

4

43.4

126.3

88.3

44.96

127.16

87.15

1:3.5

60

6

44.7

125.0

83.9

42.26

128.04

84.71

1:4

50

3

43.6

123.2

89.6

43.09

125.35

89.26

1:4

60

4

41.0

127.4

86.2

39.32

128.71

85.40

1:4

50

6

36.8

128.5

85.8

36.97

130.96

86.92
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protein retention in the hydrated beans were determined
experimentally.

Validation of the ANN/GA model

Fig. 2. The ANN/GA optimization process for maximizing percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage
protein retention

of root mean square error (RMSE) of fitness value down
the number of generations. As shown, the value of
RMSE decreases across generations until it becomes zero
at around 2 generations. For this reason, the termination
criterion for the ANN/GA model was set to 5 in all the
experiments.
ANN/GA model for the optimization of soaking
conditions for soybeans indicated that the problem of
the optimization lies in many-to-one mapping. In other
words, for different combinations of solid/liquid ratio,
time and temperature of incubation can result in the
same optimum conditions for maximizing percentage
mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage protein retention in the soaked beans. A few optimal conditions were selected from a pool of optimal ANN/GA responses, as shown in Table 4. These results imply that in
the case of soybean soaking, maximized as well as identical percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake and
percentage protein retention in hydrated soybeans can
be reached under different optimal soaking conditions.
A feasible set of conditions can be selected among the
different proposed ANN/GA optimal soaking conditions. Predicted optimal conditions using ANN/GA were
applied in actual settings of soybean soaking. Percentage mass gain, percentage water uptake and percentage

Table 4. Soaking conditions obtained from ANN/GA response
pool leading to the same percentage water uptake, percentage
mass gain and percentage protein retention in the soaked beans
ANN/GA optimal operating conditions
Solid/liquid ratio

Temperature/°C

Time/min

1:1.19

45.1

8.0

1:1.14

46.2

8.0

1:1.09

46.3

7.2

1:1.27

49.2

7.7

1:1.03

45.9

7.4

ANN/GA predicted maximum mass gain,
water uptake and protein retention
Mass gain/%

Water uptake/%

Protein retention/%

103.39

100.00

99.99

103.39

100.00

99.99

103.39

100.00

99.99

103.39

100.00

99.99

103.39

100.00

99.99

To evaluate the effectiveness of the scheme, randomly selected experimental results were statistically
compared with ANN/GA predictions. Fig. 3 shows the
selected soybean soaking conditions as well as ANN/
GA responses and experimental data resulting from the
selected conditions. Comparing the ANN/GA results
with the experimental data, a very small error (R2 and
MSE being 0.9380 and 5.9299, respectively) is seen, which
shows a very good agreement between the ANN/GA
results and the experimental data.

Fig. 3. Correlation between ANN/GA-predicted results and the
experimental data of percentage mass gain under different experimental conditions

Conclusion
An ANN model for soybean hydration was proposed using a set of experimental data. The evaluation
of the ANN model with test data indicated considerable
robustness of the model. The application of this model
lies in obtaining optimum reaction conditions through
GA, which results in maximization of percentage mass
gain, percentage water uptake and percentage protein
retention in the hydrated soybean. Validation of the GA
model indicated its considerable effectiveness. The optimization of hydration conditions was also performed by
RSM. The optimum process conditions obtained from
hybrid ANN/GA as well as RSM indicated a considerable reduction in the soybean soaking time compared to
the time-consuming industrial process. Moreover, the
optimum time of soaking obtained by RSM is just 2 h,
compared to the optimum soaking time of 8 h predicted
by ANN/GA. The RSM optimum temperature of soaking (40 °C) is also lower than that predicted by ANN/
GA (45 °C). The optimum RSM process conditions with
reduction in time are better than the existing soaking
process practiced in the industry today.
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